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MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT. ...

I got 11 the call" from John Hays last evening. "The call" was to say
Belle was getting the Bugle together to be printed and it was time for
me to say something to the members. I want to thank John for calling
and reminding me as I always forget.
I want to commend all N.C.I.W.C. members who marched in this year's
St. Patrick's Day parade in San Francisco. I've been told that we had a
good turn-out, and dogs and marchers enjoyed themselves. What really
makes this special is that the Northern Calirornia Irish Wolfhound
Club, as a marching unit, placed second over all! Way to go, everyone.
This is such a nice way to show off our dogs.
A memo came from AKC promoting Be Kind To Animals and National Pet
Week. This occurs May 5th through May 11th. Now is your chance to do
something in your local community promoting pets and animals in
general. National Pet Week is a good time to demonstrate dog ownership
in a positive way. We need to put a good foot forward and show our
local communities that responsible dog owners and breeders are not the
problem. We must take steps to combat the growing anti-dog sentiments
in our communities or there may come a day when dogs are no longer
welcome where we live.
Dur next meeting will be at the Mensona Kennel Club show in May.
Please come and participate. Offer your help at this year's Specialty.
We need it.
I 1 ll be driving back to South Carolina again this year to the
National Specialty, so by the time you read this I'll probably be back.
See you all at Mensona.
- Greg Shaw
MARK YOUR CALENDARS! ! SPECIAL UPCOMING EVENTS! !

Next Board Meeting: Saturday, May 4, 1991 after
the IW judging at the Mensona Kennel Club Show
in Santa Rosa at the Fairgrounds. Meeting will
be held at the El Rancho Tropican Motel Coffee
Shop. Please call Janet Souza at 415-851-4708
not more that 1 week prior to the show for the
IW judging time. All members welcome! !
Annual Dinner Meeting: Saturday evening, June 8,
1991 in the Vallejo area. Complete information
to be sent at a later date.
Annual Fun Match : Saturday, June 29, 1991 at the
home of the Souzas. Judge: Mrs. Jeraldeen
Crandall. Premium lists to be sent to all
members at the end of May .
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB
BOARD MEEI'ING - February 17, 1991
The meeting was called to order at 11:12 A.M. by President Greg Shaw at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
in San Jose, California. Present were Greg & Marilyn
Shaw, Suzanne Mccombs, Ken & Carol Gabriel, Gary
Winiger & Catherine Vonnugut, Ken & Karen Corriea,
Russ Greene, Joan Sanford, Robin & Terry Burchett,
Jenny Clark, Genevieve Fink, Agnes Tara, Janet and
Linda Souza, Gary & Debbie Remick. Minutes approved.
SECRETARY'S REPORT - The following applicants were
read and accepted as new members: Scotia Brosnan
and Constance Wolfson. Welcome to the Club!
TREASURER'S REPORT - John Hays sent the following
report to Linda Souza: The current bank oolance
is $6,613.00 with all bills paid to date.
1991 SPECIALTY - Linda Souza reported that all
applications for the Specialty have been filed with
the AKC. AKC will grant approval as soon as it
receives approval from IWCA which will be given
at their meeting in April.
OLD BUSINESS - Chuck Stockham obtained infonnation
on well-priced tenting that he will forward to the
Board for consideration. Discussed possible trailer.
NEW BUSINESS - MSP to delete from our Specialty
sweepstakes rules that professional handlers may
show only their own dogs.
Janet Souza offered to chair a cornnittee to go
over the Constitution and clean-up loose ends. Gary
Winiger and Joan Sanford offered to help.
Everyone was reminded that the St. Patrick's Day
Parade would be on Sunday, March 17th in S.F.
Infonnation would be in the upcoming Bugle.
1991 FUN MATCH - The 1991 Fun Match is tentatively
scheduled for June 1, 1991. This date must be
checked out by Linda Souza for information in the
next Bugle. It was decided by those present at the
meeting to ask Mrs. Jeraldeen Crandall to judge the
match. She is licensed for several hound breeds and
is getting ready to apply for !W's.
The meeting was adjourned at 11: 12 A.M.
Respectfully suhnitted,
Linda Souza, Secretary
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Santa Clara Valley Kennel Club
2-17-91
Judge:
Mrs. Patricia A. Fellman- Gellerrn an

6-9-(2-0

BOB:
CH GRIANAN LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS, BOW, WB:
TESSIE O'SHEA OF TARA HTS - Curtis
WD:
TIA'S BALLYKELLY OF SWORDS~ -Winsky & Dorotik
RWD:
PHAERER IN'S ADORABLE ADAM - Fitzpat rick
RWB:
CASTLEM AINE'S PANDEMONIUM - Shaw
THE DEL VALLE DOG CLUB OF LIVERMORE
Judge:
Mrs. Diana Campbel l

..

3-10-91
4-12-(3- 1)

BOB:
CH MAJOR ACRES KING THOMOND - Hite & Major
BOS:
FLEETWIND CARROY VANESSA - Rosebroc k
BOW, WB:
SCORPIO 'S MINERVA RYAN O'POOL - PoolHarris
WD:
FAOLAN O'CAGNEY OF TARA HTS - Curtis
RWD :
HERAS CRONUS ULLI O'POOL - Pool - Harris
RWB:
MAJOR ACRES PATSY FAGAN - Trifele tti & Gabriel
RICHMOND DOG FANCIERS CLUB, INC.
Judge: Mrs. Sharon Krogh

3-23-91
1-6-(3-1)

BOB: CH GRIANAN LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS, WB : BAILEBRAE KARIAD - Soares
BOW, WD: MAC DA CUPLA - Barnett
RWB : STARKEEPERS EMERALD RAE - Souza
OAKLAND KENNEL CLUB

3-24-91

Judge :

1-6-(1-0)

James Edwards

BOB: CH GRIANAN LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS, BOW, WB: STARKEEPER'S EMERALD RAE - Souza
*****FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP*****
WD : MAC DA CUPLA - Barnett
RWB : KNIGH'IWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE - Burchett & Stockham
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KINGS KENNEL CLUB OF CALIFORNIA

3-28-91

Judge:

4-3-(1-2)

Miss Diane Malenfant

BOB:CH GRIANAN LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS, BOW, WB: KNIGHIWIND'S EMERALD MIST - Stockham
WD: BAILEBRAE THE MASTER MUROUGH - Stuart
RWD: FLEE'IWIND CARROY B. CASSIDY - Rosebrock & Themas son
RWB: SUNSTAG POM PEII - Hirsch

SEQUOIA KENNEL CLUB

3-29-91

Judge:

4-3-(1-2)

Kevin Brown

BOB: CH GRIANAN LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS: CH ERINWCX>DS MISTY ISLE WHYSPER - Paloma
BOW, WB: DESTINY LW 0 1 LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
WD: ERINWOODS MISTY ISLE FORTUNE - Paloma
RWD: FLEE'IWIND CARROY B. CASSIDY - Rosebrock & Thanas son
RWB: KNIGH'IWIND'S EMERALD MIST - Stockham

THE SUN MAID KENNEL CLUB

3-30-91

Judge:

4-5-(2-1)}

I

John C. Frederick Peddie

BOB; BOW, WB: DESTINY LW 0 1 LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS: CH GRIANAN LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
WD: FLEEIWIND CARROY B. CASSIDY - Rosebrock & Thomasson
RWD: ERINWOOD'S MISTY ISLE FORTUNE - Paloma
RWB: CIARIOO FOGGY DEW - Kyle

KERN COUNTY KENNEL CLUB

3-31-91

Judge:

3-4-(2-2)

Charles Trotter

BOB: CH GRIANAN LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS, BOW, WB: DESTINY LW 0 I LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
WD: ERINWCX>D'S MISTY ISLE FORTUNE - Palana
RWD: QUAILS RUN GRADY 0 I BLOVEIT - Blovett
RWB : MC COOL Is MAGIC BIDDY - Brown
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Miscellany
Photodynamic Therapy (PDT) is
encouraging success on varying
especially helpful for animals
surgery, radiation therapy or
carried out through the Beckman
Program, Irvine, California.

laser treatment being used with
forms of malignant tumors. PDT is
that are not good candidates for
chemotherapy. This work is being
Laser Institute Veterinary Outreach
- Dog World

Chemistry Professor Dr. William Wood of Humboldt State Univ. has
identified the ingredient in skunk musk that makes its odor linger.
When the musk is sprayed, the thioacetates therein react slowly with
water from the air or from the victim's body, and turn into a
long-lasting -odorous- chemical. Contrary to popular belief, tomato
Juice is not the remedy of choice for skunk perfume. According to Dr.
Wood, alkaline laundry soap works the best.
-Wildlife Conservation

D Dogs and fatherhood. Men who
were strongly attached to their dogs had
a more positive image of themselves as
parents, greater satisfaction with marriage and family life and greater acceptance of children's temperaments than
fathers who were not pet owners. Theory: Pets are like infants because they
are dependant, communicate nonver. bally and need social interaction.
Study conducted by M. Geraldine Gage, PhD, professor of family social science, University of Minnesota.
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D If your dog wanders away in a
strange area, stay in the spot where it
left you. Dogs generally return to the
freshest scent, so it may be able to track
its way back to you.

ONever hit your dog or rub its nose
in the mess when it has had an accident.
This doesn't teach-it only frightens.
Better: If you catch the dog in the act
interrupt it with a loud No and take it
outside or to its papers. If you don't
catch it in time, lead it to the mess and
hit the floor so that it sees the ~ess
... tell it No and then lead it outside or
to its papers and give it praise that reminds and encourages it to go in these
appropriate places. Then ... clean up the
mess completely.
The Chosen Pup'Jf!J-How to Select andRai.se a Great
PupPY.from anAn~malShelter by Carol Lea Benjamin,
Macmillan Pubhshmg, 866 Third Ave., New York 10022.
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American Dog Owners Association, Inc.

,
How to respond to anti-dog
enforcementl
DO NOT BE AFRAID and remember
you must assert your rights to protect
them. If you are responsibly breeding
and owning dogs and not creating a

AD 0 A'S
HOW TO
RESPOND
TO
ANTI-DOG
ENFORCEMENT

nuisance or an unsafe situation for
others, then you are conducting a
wholesome activity in raising highquality pets and hobby animals. Dogs
are not evil or criminal by themselves.
Dogs are one of man's oldest companions. Do not feel ashamed of your
activity and do not admit the so-called
"responsibility" of purebred breeders
for stray dogs or unhealthy conditions
in other parts of the city.

American Dog Owners Association, Inc.
1654 Columbia Turnpike
Castleton, New York 12033

A
GU I 0 E

TO

YOUR
RIGHTS

The officers, directors. and executive committee of the .:Americ.ft
Dog Owners Association feel that it would be appropriate and helpful to
rn.my members living in today's world of restrictions, control, and harassment to publish th<.> following for your guidance. Please save this for foturt
reference and lei this be your guide when someone comes lo your door.
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO ALLOW ANYONE INTO YOUR .HOUSE
WITHOUT A PROPER SEARCH WARRANT.
.
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SUGGESTED STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN THE EVENT OF LOCAL ANTl·DOG
ENFORCEMENT.
The following text outlines methods of inquiry and enforcement
which may be used by local officials in attempts to enforce anti~dOR ordin·
ances in your community and suggested techniques of response. The5e
techniques are entirely legal and based upon the rights of citizens IS stated
by the U. S. Constitution.
A. TELEPHONE INQUIRY OR THREAT: You may receive telephone ·Inquiries concerning the number of dogs you own and whether •nv dop
or puppies are for sale. Other questions may also be asked.
Your rei;ponse should be to inquire,"Are you Interested In a puppyl"
If the answer Is, "Yes," ask that person for: his name, address, and
phone number. Suggest that you or a responsible breeder will contact
that person at a more convenient time for you.
If the answer is friendly and genuinely inquisitive, i11~i•t the person
out to look at your puppies.
If the question is asked, "What price is each puppy beinR sold forl",
simply say that puppies of this type are being sold for between 1 dollars
and y ~ollars in price. Never say that you are selling them. ,
If the question is asked, "Are these your puppiesl" your answer
should be, "Why do you want to knowl"
" your conversation indicates that the person is rerresenting the
county clerk's office or allegedly representing an officia b'1dy, ask the
caller for:
FULL NAME, TITLE, PHONE NUMBER
SUPEKVISOR'S FULL NAME, PHONE NUMBER
AGENCY'S FULL NAME AND FULL ADDRESS
NATURE OF THE INQUIRY ((what is it about)
WHY THE INQUIRY IS BEING MADE
HOW YOUR NAME AND PHONE NUMBER WAS OBTAINED
Then ask that all iuture questions from that agency be submitted
in writing.
If you believe that you are being harassed, do not give your address
or your name; it is not your problem to send the letter. Make a com·
plete record in writing of the date and time of each phone call and all
the information that was requested by you and the caller. Keep the5e
records with your dog records so that they may be referred lb In th•
fut1.1re.
Under nu circumstances should you volunteer information or admit
iny action which may be in violation of the ordinances over the telephone. You should not attempt to mislead or otherwise lie to a caller ·
nor should you treat such a caller with any more respect than you would
a magazine salesman. You do not have to Incriminate yourself under
the 5th Amendment of the U. S. Collstitution and you should certainly
not make such statements over the telephone.
Do not bother to call back to verify identities or information simply
because you are requested to (you are under no obligation to' spend
money to aid a criminal investigation of yourself).
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B. PERSONAL INVESTIGATION: If you: are confronted with some official
demanding to investig,1te your property, the following responses are
·
recommended:
. If the person present.,s a badge, you should ask for:
· J:ilS FULL.NAME,· PHONE NUMSER
. HIS SUPERVISOR'S FULL NAME~ PHONE NUMBER
. THE ACENCV HE REPRESENTS
HIS. BADGE. NUMBER
WI-IV HE IS THERE TO SEE YOU
lF THERE IS ANY COMPLAINT INVOLVED
WHO.MADE THESE COMPLAINTS Che probably won't answe,,
WHETHER HE HAS A WARRANT FOR A SEARCH
. REQUEST A COPY OF THAT WARRANT (probably he won't have
one)
You should answer no questions but ask that he send or deliver all
questions in writing. You should write down the answers to all of these
questions as the conversation proceeds. A simple notebook will do
·
the job.
If you feel that a search of your home will lead to threatened r.on·
fiscation of a dog or a criminal complaint you should refuse entry to
your home unless the sheriff or police are present with a search warrant.
If he says that he can get that easily, then tell him to do so. Remain
cool and polite. Call your attorney as soon as possible.
If you are faced with a threatened seizure without court hearinf· or
court order, call the police immediately. Also obtain the names o all
persons involved, including the police officers. This may prevent sei·
zure. Please understand that sei_zure of propertr· without due process
of law, is unconstitutional, and due process o law should lnc:lude a
court hearing in every action relating to such seizure. If the animal
control officials or police seize a dog. they may not destroy the animal
or harm him in any way until a judRe has ruled that you are in violation
and this can only occur after a full hearing.
Call your attorney at the lime of threitened seizure and ask him to
help you. Do not answer any questions from the police without legal
advice. Do not offer any explanations regardless of what they may be
· (police and enforcement officials have a bad habit o( misinterpreting
such explanations). Remember, everything you say can and will prob·
ably be used against you. Do not volunteer any dogs or other property.
Call other breeders in the area to warn them and inform them if
··
the occurrence.
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C. COOPERATION: Remember that cooperarion will not usually avoid
prosecution. Also remember that seizure of one of your dogs without
court action, under protest, amounts to prosecurion without trial. I
repeat, anything you say or do in regard to the artempted seizure or
inquiries may be used against you in a criminal or quasi-criminal action.
Everything you sa.,,. or do will probably be used against you. Write
down everything that is said and occurs as it happens or as soon after
is you can. These notes can be valuable evidence to defend yourself
at a later time.
Try to avoid anger and avoid violence at ail cosl). Try to obtain
is much information as you can: the informers, en!orcinK officials,
officers, etc. Require enforcing officials and officers to put everything
in writing. They may not do it, but you can ask.
DO NOT BE AFRAID and remember you musr as)ert your rights to
protect them. If you are responsibly breeding and owning dogs and
not creating a nuisance or an unsafe situation for others, thenJou are
conducting·a wholesome activity in raising high-quality pets an hobby
animals. Dogs are not evil or criminal by themselves. Dogs are one
of man's oldest companions. Do not feel ashamed of your activity and
do not admit the so-called "responsibility" of purebred breeders for
stray dogs or .unhealthy conditions in other parts of the city.

'
To the National Animal Poison Control Center hotline number (BOO)
548- 2423 ($25 per case) in your list of emegency numbers , add the
Rabies and Rickettsial Disease hotline - ( 404) 332-4555 . It i s a
24- hour automated system providing information on r abies , Roc ky
Mount ain spotted fever and ehrlichiosi s, and includes instruction s for
obtaining written ma~erials .
- Dog World
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ATTENTION ALL WOLFHOUND LURE COURSE ENTHUSIASTS

The sport of lure coursing is in dire need of support - NCIWC is
holding an IW only lure course following its annual Specialty in
September, but none of the Specialty trophy donations are used for
lure course trophies so your help is needed. Please help support this
sport by sending a trophy donation for our lure course.
Checks should be made out to NCIWC, and sent to:
Robin Burchett
NCIWC Lure Trial Secretary
2213 Greenbrier Street
Concord, CA 94520
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From Potanac Valley Irish Wolfhound Cll.D 119115letter Faol Cu
Some Tricks For IW Obedience Training
by
Debbie Moore
When training an Irish Wolfhound for obedience there are some
obvious differences, size and temperament , that one must compensate
for. There are a few tricks to remember for these differences
One of the first things is in your basic heeling. The IW' s head is
going to be at your waist or even higher when in the heel position. The
rules say your arm may be hanging naturally at your side or laying
naturally across your waist. I recommend the latter quite obviously as
your arm, if hung at your side, will be swinging in the IW's face and
interfering with him. So train the heeling with your arm bent naturally
at the waist.
When teaching heeling or any new command remember to use a choke
collar, preferably a round nylon choke collar. Do not keep a steady
pressure on the dog's neck. Not only is it annoying to the dog but he
won't learn anything that way. You use the jerk and release method. Use
a sharp jerk with the dog's name and the command, and immediately
release. Praise him right away. That is his reward. He will learn when
he performs correctly on the command right away, there will not be any
jerk - only praise. Always praise your dog when he has done it right.
Always make him do it right - don't be satisfied with "almost".
The IW is a long dog, and because of his size, most of us don't have
arms long enough to reach his hind end! When he comes in on a recall
you want him to sit straight in front of you. On a smaller dog you can
use your hand or foot to tap him on the rear if he's coming in crooked
to straighten him up. If you can't reach his rear use a riding crop or
a dowel rod, something light to tap his rear if he's crooked. DD NOT
HIT HIM!! Usually a light tap is all it takes to let him know his rear
isn't in the right place.
The IW tends to be lazy when it comes to obedience. You may have
trouble with lagging when heeling or have a slow recall. Try to keep
the training fun. Don 1 t keep get ting down on him. Talk to him while
heeling; get excited; tell him what a good dog he is. If he's slow on
the recall try nndng away from him when you leave to go to the other
side [of the ring] and get real excited when you call him. Remember
fl.J'l. Make it fun if you want a good response from your dog. When your
training session is over for the day, do something fun with him as a
reward. Play with him and his favorite toy or take him for a long walk.
He'll look forward to it.
My wolfhounds also respond better if I don 1 t work them 7 days a
week. One or two days off a week works best for them. But working only

'

Obedience training cont'd-
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one day a week will not be enough if you're thinking about any form of
competition . Remember every dog is an individual. What works for one
dog may not work for another. You will have to modify your training for
each individual dog.
I strongly rec011111end the book "Expert Obedience Training For Dogs"
by Winifred G. Strickland. Her basis for training is kindness and
praise. Your dog works for your praise, not for food or a toy. Her
method works well for all breeds of dogs.

From Bottom Line

Mistakes People Make Training Their Dogs
by
Richard Wolters
Start training too late: Dog owners often wait until a puppy is six
months old to start obedience training - far too late. Training should
be started as soon as the puppy leaves the litter but should be very
low key, using a light leash or string. Show it how to sit, stay and
come but do not reprimand it if it fails. After 13 weeks training can
begin in earnest, using a firm voice as reprimand.
If you can teach your dog sit, stay and come commands, you can teach it
anything within the realm of its learning.
Failure to socialize: Dogs should be introduced to everything they will
normally encounter in their lifetimes starting no later than 8 weeks of
age. They need to learn how to react to at.her dogs, cats, children,
strangers, noises, cars etc., or they will wind up overly aggressive or
overly timid. Dogs that fail to get socializati on training by 11 weeks
often prove difficult to train later on. Those that make it to 13 weeks
with no socializati on are impossible to train.
Being inconsisten t: Dogs learn to associate a specific command - a

particular word, whistle or some other signal - with a particular
response. Spoken commands should be short and must always be given in
precisely the same manner. Inconsisten t commands confuse dogs.
Failure to reprimand effectively or to consider the clog's age: Puppies
should not be scolded for misbehaving . Unlike older dogs, they don' t
under stand scoldings. You must be patient when you train a small
puppy . If it does something wrong, pati ently start the lesson over with
encouraging words. Later , when the dog is adult, loom over it to make

14 Obedience

training cont 1 d-

it feel threatened. This makes you the dominant animal - the leader of
the pack.
Using corporal pt.Xlishment: Never strike a dog with your hand. It will
cause the dog to fear your hand. Never hit a dog in the face, If its
behavior displeases you, show it in your voice.
Using food as a re111ard: Never train a dog using food as a reward. Doing
so exercises its stomach - not its brain. Reward good behavior during
training with a friendly word or a good pat, Save the food treats until
training is over for the day.
Overestimating the dog's attention span: Puppies 8 to 12 weeks of age
learn fastest when given repeated, but short, training sessions - two
minutes of training three times a day.
For older dogs, don't continue the session if the dog is uninterested
or fatigued. Watch its tail. When the tail stops wagging • • • stop the
training session.

Flea facts from Cornell University parasitologists:
Fleas prefer to walk through fur. Though they can jump 100 times their
length, this adversely affects their feeding and sexual performance.
They like to stay with one host. A small dog can accommodate as many
as 200 fleas.
A newly hatched adult flea can survive without feeding for sevetal
weeks. However, if it starts to feed and then is stopped, it dies
within a few days,
Fleas locate animals to bite by detecting changes in carbon dioxide
levels in the air, They have their own parasites - mites and
roundworms.
Parasitologists study the life cycle of fleas on "artificial dogs",
plastic-enclosed chambers which provide the pests with fake plastic
skin to bite and warm cow blood to drink.
- Dog World

A gray, rainy day didn't dampen the spirits of thousands of parade
goers at the annual St. Patrick's Day parade in San Francisco.
Naturally, the crowds were sparser than in previous years, but those
that braved the weather were very enthusiastic!
Not that I'm prejudiced or anything, BUT our Wolfhounds were the
biggest hit of all! People along the route ooed and awed and ciapped
with delight, asking the usual question -"What kind of dogs are THOSE?"
Children dashed out to pet them. A little girl, looking up into Bryna's
mouth, asked "Why are her teeth so sharp?" Another spectator was heard
to yell out, "Gads, you'd need a second job just to feed one of those!"
We had 15 Irish Wolfhounds walking their proud families. Dee Dee and
Phlea walked the Corrieas; Ladd and Love - the Souzas; Tip, Patsy and
Mick - the Trifelettis; Eric, Grainne, Eoin and Bryna - the Gabriels;
and first time parade participants Mac and Ailine - the Barnettes ; and
John Markunas with his first IW, Dillon. It was a thrill to see Danny
McShane with his family, Greg and Pat Minor. Danny is almost 9 years
old and loved being the center of attention. We were lucky to be able
to walk to the beat of the Mission High School band who followed close
behind.
I must mention that we couldn't have walked so many Irish Wolfhounds
without the help of my dear friends, the Boyle family from Novato.
Scott Boyle carried the club banner with Ron, and their 3 children plus
a friend walked four of the dogs. They were a tremendous help and
enjoyed every minute. Ken drove our balloon-decorated van and was the
only dry person at the end of the parade (Buzzy was dry, too) .
Eric made a new friend, Heidi, at the Cow Palace show. She's a
foreign exchange student from Finland. Heidi took BART over to San
Francisco just to walk with Eric in the parade and they had a great
visit along the entire route. She's a wonderful girl who is going to
get her first Wolfhound when she returns to Finland in August . We 1 ll
miss her.
Rain or shine, the Parade is always a great way to spend a day
showing off our terrific companions. Hope to see you all there next
year!!
The Northern California Irish Wolfhound Club
entry was awarded 2nd place prize! Carol says the entire Wolfhound
group does an impressive circling maneuver in front of the reviewing
stand. The judges were obviously dazzled! We're proud of our marchers.

LATE FLASH frcm Carol -
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THI FAR SIDE/Gary Larson

c 1991 IJIWllSll Press SylldQte

Hey, look .. . you knew when you married me that
I was a non-working breed

[Thanks to Chuck and Arline Stockham]

The Hounds' Bugle is published 6 times a year. Articles submitted
for publication are welcome and solicited; the editor reserves the
right to edit or refuse . Those printed are the opinions of the
authors and don't necessarily reflect the views of the editor or the
club. Deadline for material is the 5th of the month of
publication. Permission to reprint is granted to other IW clubs only
if credit is given to Northern California IW Club Hounds' Bugle.
Subscriptions are $7.50 a year or free with club membershi p.
Advertising rates are : full page with photo - $20. 00
full page w/o photo - $15.00
hal f page w/o photo - $ 8. 00
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